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Abstract

This paper provides an introduction to the RoboFlag
competition and its use as a testbed for distributed con-
trol of multi-vehicle systems. The game consists of two
teams of 6–10 robots and 2 people, each attempting to
capture the other teams flag while defending their own.
Limited sensing capability, distributed processing, and
limited bandwidth communications are integral parts
of the system. The features of RoboFlag provide a
number of research challenges in distributed control,
sensor fusion, team-based control, and human-centered
control.

1 Introduction

RoboFlag is a game loosely based on “Capture the
Flag” and “Paintball”. Two teams play the game, the
Red Team and the Blue Team. The Red Team’s objec-
tive is to infiltrate Blue’s territory, grab the Blue Flag,
and bring it back to the Red Home Zone; concurrently,
the Blue team’s objective is to infiltrate Red’s territory,
grab the Red Flag, and bring it back to the Blue Home
Zone. The game is thus a mix of offense and defense:
secure the opponent’s flag, while at the same time pre-
vent the opponent from securing your flag. The field is
depicted in Figure 1.

Points may be scored in several ways. The largest pay-
off occurs when an opponent’s flag is safely brought
back to the Home Zone. Points may also be scored
by “tagging” an opponent in designated areas of the
playing field. Points are lost when contact with “scor-
ing balls” is made in an opponent’s territory, and when
contact with a neutral obstacle occurs. The game time
is 40 minutes, with two 20 minute halves. There are no
stops in play during each of the halves. Score keeping
and time keeping are implemented via an autonomous
Arbiter (the referee).

The game is meant to provide an abstraction of the
systems captured in Figure 2. The system consists of
a large number of vehicles in an environment. The ve-
hicles must achieve a common objective: search and
rescue, habitat monitoring, or a military scenario. Hu-

Figure 1: The RoboFlag playing field.

man operators are also present in the system. There is
no specific relationship between the number of human
operators and the number of vehicles. A centralized
control unit may also be present, and serves to coor-
dinate the vehicles. All these units can communicate
with each other through a communications network,
which is subject to bandwidth and latency limitations,
service outages, etc. Finally, the global sensing unit
provides global information to the entities (satellite in-
formation, GPS, etc.).

The research challenges associated with these types of
systems is formidable. They range from the individual
vehicle control, to the global planning and coordina-
tion of multi-agent systems. These challenges must be
achieved in an uncertain, and often adversarial, envi-
ronment.

This paper is an outline of the main features of this
competition. The rules and regulations are constantly
being revised and updated to reflect new research chal-
lenges, and to improve the game based on extensive
game play. In the interest of clarity, we have decided
to be as concrete as possible when describing the rules,
even though these may have changed. The reader is re-
ferred to http://roboflag.mae.cornell.edu for an
in-depth description of the current rules and regula-
tions.
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Figure 2: Systems of interest in RoboFlag.

The organization of the document is as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a description of the playing field, the ob-
jects on the playing field, and the dynamics of the those
objects. An overview of the information and control
architecture for RoboFlag, and some of the research
challenges associated with this, are given in Section 3.
Section 4 gives a summary of the rules for the game.
Finally, in Section 5 we give a short summary of some
of the work that has been done on the testbed to date,
including references to recent papers that give more de-
tailed descriptions of various aspects of the RoboFlag
competition.

2 RoboFlag Testbed

In this section we describe the RoboFlag testbed, focus-
ing on the physical system. In the interest of clarity, we
will be as concrete as possible in the description of the
system. For example, we will assume that each team
consists of eight robots and one central entity; clearly
this can be changed. The parameter values referred to
in this section are given in Table 1, at the end of the
paper.

2.1 The Playing Field
The playing field, shown in Figure 1, consists of a
FieldWidth by FieldLength carpeted area. The field
is divided into two halves, each measuring FieldWidth
by FieldLength/2, denoted the Blue Half and the Red
Half. There are three zones in each half: the Home
Zone, the Defense Zone, and the Attack Zone.

There is a coordinate system associated with the play-
ing field, (x, y). The center of the playing field is at
coordinates (0,0). The x coordinate is along the length
of the playing field, and varies between -FieldLength/2
and FieldLength/2; the y coordinate is along the width
of the playing field, and varies between -FieldWidth/2

and FieldWidth/2. The orientations of the Robots are
in the range of −π to π radians; counter-clockwise ro-
tations from the x axis are positive, clockwise rotations
are negative.

The coordinate system is not absolute, but relative to
each team. For example, the coordinates of the center
of the Blue Defense Zone in the Blue Team’s coordinate
system is the same as the coordinates of the center of
the Red Defense Zone in the Red Team’s coordinate
system. For the remainder of this discussion, we will
refer to the Blue Half in the diagram and express co-
ordinates in the Blue Team’s coordinate system; anal-
ogous definitions hold for the Red Half and the Red
Team’s coordinate system.

Home Zone. This area consists of a quarter circle of
radius 1.0 meters. The coordinates of the center of the
circle are (FieldLength/2, -FieldWidth/2), the corner
of the field. Roughly speaking, the Blue Home Zone is
a safe haven for the Blue Robots.

Defense Zone. The area consists of a circle of radius
DefenseRad. The coordinates of the center of the circle
are (DefenseX, DefenseY). Roughly speaking, the Blue
Defense Zone is what the Blue Robots are trying to
defend.

Attack Zone. This zone is the remainder of the half.
Roughly speaking, the Blue Attack Zone is where the
Blue Robots will attempt to stop the Red Robots from
entering the Blue Defense Zone.

2.2 Objects on the Playing Field
During a game, the following objects can be on the
playing field: 8 Red Robots, 8 Blue Robots, 8 Scoring
Balls, and 8 Obstacles. Restrictions on the dynamics
of these objects are outlined in Section 2.3. In the
remainder of this document, all distances and locations
are based on the centers of the objects.

Robots. The Robots conform to the RoboCup rules.1

In particular, they fit inside a 0.18 meter diameter
cylinder. The Robots are placed in their respective
Home Zones at the beginning of the game.

Scoring Balls. The Scoring Balls are used to score
points by shooting them at an opponent that is not
in its own half. The Scoring Balls are golf balls. The
balls are randomly placed in the Attack Zones (4 in
each zone) at the beginning of the game.

Obstacles. Before the start of the game, 8 Obstacles are
randomly placed on the playing field. The Obstacles
are 0.20 meters in diameter. The restrictions on the
initial Obstacle placement are as follows:

1http://www.robocup.org



1. The center of an Obstacle cannot be inside a
Home Zone.

2. The separation between the centers of any two
Obstacles must be at least DobSep.

A uniform distribution is used to pick the location of
the Obstacles on the playing field: if the chosen loca-
tion is not allowed, a new location is chosen at random
until all of the Obstacles are placed.

2.3 Dynamics
The dynamics of the game govern how the various ob-
jects on the playing field interact with each other and
with the user. These dynamics have been chosen such
that they are representative of the physical testbed en-
vironment.

Robots. The Robots are controlled by sending desired
velocity commands directly to the Robots. Local con-
trol algorithms attempt to regulate the Robot velocities
to the commanded Robot velocities. The local control
algorithms have been developed so that the Robots sat-
isfy the following simplified dynamic equations of mo-
tion:

ẍ(t) = αUx(t) − βẋ(t) (1)
ÿ(t) = αUy(t) − βẏ(t) (2)

θ̈(t) = αθUθ(t) − βθ θ̇(t) (3)

where U2
x + U2

y ≤ 1 and abs(Uθ) ≤ 1.

It should be stressed that Ux and Uy are not the con-
trol inputs that are used to control the Robots; the
Robots are controlled by directly sending velocity com-
mands V x, V y, and V θ to the Robots. However, the
velocity commands must be compatible with the dy-
namics described above in order for the Robot to ac-
tually track the velocity commands. For example, the
Robot will not be able to track velocity commands that
change drastically, as this would result in large values
for the local control inputs U .

Velocity commands cannot be tracked instantaneously
by the Robots. There is a delay of TdelayOut before
the Robots can respond to velocity commands; this is
further described in Section 3.1.

Scoring Balls. Collision of the Scoring Balls with the
other objects on the field can be approximated as per-
fectly elastic. The mass of the Scoring Balls is much
less than the mass of the Robots. The equation of mo-
tion of the ball when rolling can be approximated by

z̈ = −γsign(ż), (4)

where z is along the direction of motion.

The Scoring Balls can be trapped and shot by the
Robots. When a Robot issues a trap command, any
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Figure 3: Information and Control Architecture

Scoring Ball that makes contact with the Robot in a
π/2 arc centered about the orientation of the Robot is
kept attached to the Robot on the point of contact. A
Robot must continually issue a trap command to ensure
that a Scoring Ball remains attached to the Robot.

When a Robot issues a shoot command, any Scoring
ball that makes contact with the Robot in a π/2 arc
centered about the orientation of the Robot is shot
away from the Robot in the direction which coincides
with the orientation of the Robot at velocity Vshoot rel-
ative to the Robot. The shoot command overrides the
trap command.

Obstacles. The Obstacles move throughout the game.
A new random location for each Obstacle is determined
at time tswitch from the previous switch time, where
tswitch is a uniformly distributed random variable in the
interval [TswitchMin, TswitchMax]. The first switch time
occurs at time tswitch = 0. The Obstacles nominally
move toward their new target position with maximum
velocity Vobs If the Obstacles reach their destination
before the next switch time, they remain motionless.

When an Obstacle-inactive Robot collision occurs, as
determined by parameter Dobs, the target destination
of the Obstacle is immediately set to its current desti-
nation.

3 Information and Control Architecture

The Information and Control Architecture is depicted
in Figure 3. Each team is composed of 9 Entities:
8 Robot Entities and 1 Central Control Entity. All
communication and control information for each team
passes through the Arbiter.

Each Robot Entity receives local information from the
Arbiter: its own position, orientation, translational and
angular velocity, and game state, and the position,
orientation, and game state of nearby objects. Each



Robot Entity sends local information through the ar-
biter: the desired Robot velocities, the shoot command
(to shoot any Scoring Ball attached to the Robot),
and the trap command (to trap any Scoring Ball that
makes contact with the Robot in a 90 degree arc cen-
tered about the orientation of the Robot). As discussed
in Section 2.3, all command information to the actual
Robots is subject to a latency of TdelayOut. All incom-
ing local information is also subject to latency, of value
TdelayIn. Local information is passed to and from the
Arbiter at a rate of FrameRate.

The Central Control Entity neither sends nor receives
local information.

Each Entity can send and receive information to and
from any other Entity via a communications network.
Bandwidth and latency limitations on the communica-
tions network are described in Section 3.2.

A detailed description of the implementation of the In-
formation and Control Architecture may be found in
the RoboFlag Operations Documentation.2

3.1 Local Information
Each Robot Entity receives the following local infor-
mation at a rate of FrameRate, subject to a latency of
TdelayIn:

Own local information: the position, orientation, trans-
lational and angular velocity, and state of the Robot.

Nearby local information: the position, orientation,
and state of all objects that satisfy the following con-
ditions:

• are within a sector of radius DvisRadius and of an-
gular spread DvisAngle from the Robot (centered
about the orientation of the Robot);

• a direct line of sight exists between the centers of
the objects and the center of the Robot (the radii
of objects are used to calculate if an occlusion is
taking place).

Each Robot Entity sends the desired Robot velocity,
shoot commands, and trap commands at a rate of
FrameRate, subject to a latency of TdelayOut.

3.2 Communications Network
Each Entity can communicate with any other Entity
via a Communications Network. The Communications
Network is captured by the following parameters:

Bi,j: the maximum bandwidth from Entity i to Entity
j;

2http://roboflag.mae.cornell.edu

Li,j: the latency from Entity i to Entity j.

A message of size M is thus received by Entity j when
a time t = M/Bi,j + Li,j has elapsed since Entity i
sent the message, rounded up to the nearest multiple
of frame time. If the bandwidth limits between two
entities are exceeded, the packet is dropped from the
outgoing message queue, resulting in loss of informa-
tion.

3.3 Implications and Challenges
The information architecture described here requires
that in order for the robots to maintain a shared sit-
uational awareness, they must communicate between
each other and the Central Control Entity. Due to the
limited communications rate and the limited informa-
tion sensing, this represents a significant challenge in
the high level control logic. There are a number of
issues that arise.

Shared Situational Awareness. Since all robots have
only local views of the game state, they must commu-
nicate with each other in order to take into account
entities that are not within their sensing radius. This
can be done either by maintaining a database in the
Central Control Entity or by having reach robot main-
tain its own world state. Communication bandwidth
limits require careful management of messages to en-
sure timely dissemination of information.

Information Fusion. In the current simulation environ-
ment, no sensor noise is present in the system. How-
ever, since the sensed position of a robot may be re-
quired at different times by different robots, they must
still fuse their information to ensure that individual
entities sensed by multiple robots are not counted as
multiple objects.

Sensor Coverage. Robots must balance accomplishing
their mission (offense or defense) with maintaining sen-
sor coverage across the field. Ideally, robots should be
placed so that they do not have large overlapping re-
gions of visibility, while at the same time not leaving
large gaps in coverage (where an opposing team mem-
ber might slip through).

4 Rules of the Game

The rules that govern the RoboFlag game have been
chosen to provide a challenging competition that forces
the distributed, limited information aspects of the en-
vironment to be addressed. Modifications of these rules
have been used in some versions of the competition to
simplify the game play.

4.1 Robot States and State Transitions
For this discussion, we will refer to the Blue Robots;
similar definitions hold for the Red Robots. Each



Robot is in one of four game states: active, flagged,
tagged, or inactive. These states, and the transi-
tions between states, are described below. The state
transitions are also captured in Figure 4.

active: This is the normal operating state for a Robot,
and is the default state when the game begins. When
active, a Robot can tag other opponents for points,
and capture the opponent’s flag. A Blue Robot is set
to the active state if

1. it is in the Blue Home Zone.

flagged: The Robot is in this state when it has cap-
tured the opponent’s flag. Only one Robot per team
can be in this state. The difference between the active
and flagged states is that a flagged Robot can be
tagged in more areas of the field. A Blue Robot be-
comes flagged if

2. no other Blue Robots are flagged, it is active,
and the distance between it and the center of the
Red Defense Zone is less than Dflag.

tagged: A Blue Robot becomes tagged in five ways:

3. When it is active, in the Red Attack Zone or
the Red Home Zone, and an active Red Robot
comes within DtagRobot of it.

4. when it is flagged, anywhere on the playing field
with the exception of the Blue Home Zone and
the Blue Defense Zone, and an active Red Robot
comes within DtagRobot of it.

5. when it is flagged, anywhere in the Red
Half, and a flagged Red Robot comes within
DtagRobot of it.

6. when it is active or flagged, anywhere on
the playing field with the exception of the Blue
Home Zone, and a Red Scoring Ball comes within
DtagBall of it.

7. when it is active or flagged, and it comes
within DtagRobot of any Robot that has been
inactive or tagged for longer than Tgrace.

A Robot in the tagged state cannot be controlled, can-
not be communicated to, and cannot send information
to the other Robots. When tagged, the Arbiter as-
sumes control of the Robot and guides it back to the
Robot’s Home Zone with maximum velocity Vtag.

inactive: The Robot is in this state when it has vio-
lated one of the rules of the game. A Blue Robot is im-
mediately deemed inactive if it is active or flagged,
and any of the following conditions are satisfied:

INACTIVE

ACTIVE

TAGGEDFLAGGED

8

8

1
1
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Figure 4: Transition between states

8a. it comes within Dobs of an Obstacle;

8b. if it enters the Blue Defense Zone;

8c. if it has traveled more than Drefuel since it was
last in the Blue Home Zone.

An inactive Robot cannot be controlled, communi-
cated to, and cannot send information to the other
Robots for the remainder of the half. It remains sta-
tionary for the remainder of the half. The Arbiter will
immediately take control of the Robot in question when
inactive. When case 8b occurs and the Robot is in-
side the Blue Defense Zone, the Arbiter will move the
Robot to the closest point on the boundary of the Blue
Defense Zone.

The above state transitions are captured in Figure 4.

4.2 Scoring Points
Points are assigned when transition between Robot
states occur:

Tagged by an opponent: PopTag points are assigned to
the Blue Team when a Red Robot transitions to the
tagged state via transitions 3, 4, or 5, as described in
Section 4.1.

Tagged by a ball: PballTag points are assigned to the
Blue Team when a Red Robot transitions to the tagged
state via transition 6.

Tagged by an Arbiter controlled Robot: ParTag points
are assigned to the Blue Team when a Red Robot tran-
sitions to the tagged state via transition 7.

Capturing the flag: PflagCap points are assigned to the
Blue Team when a Blue Robot transitions from the
active state to the flagged state.

Bringing the flag home: PflagHome points are assigned
to the Blue Team when a Blue Robot transitions from
the flagged state to the active state.

Points are also assigned at the end of the half based



on the number of inactive players on the playing field.
Pinactive points are assigned to the Blue Team for every
inactive Red Robot at the end of each half.

5 Summary and Work to Date

This paper provides a summary of the playing envi-
ronment and rules for the RoboFlag competition. The
competition is intended to stimulate research in areas
of control related to the integration of communications,
computing and control, as well as higher level decision
making in feedback systems. It also explores issues re-
lated human-centered control and team-based motion
planning algorithms.

An initial RoboFlag competition was held in Summer
2002 with two groups of students developing a user
interface and programmable automation to compete
in both simulated and experimental environments. A
more complete description of the testbed hardware and
software is given by D’Andrea and Babish [2]. A hierar-
chical, systems-based approach to the RoboFlag com-
petition is described by Campbell et. al. [5]. The re-
sults from two teams who used the competition to de-
velop human-in-the-loop, cooperative control strategies
are described in the work of Chamberlain et al. [3] and
Zigoris et al. [4]. An analysis of the Summer 2002 com-
petition and a description of the future work is given
by Adams and Hayes [1].
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Parameter Description Value

FieldWidth width of field 4.0 m

FieldLength length of field 6.0 m

DefenseRad radius of Defense Zone 0.70 m

DefenseX x-coord of Defense Zone 1.30 m

DefenseY y-coord of Defense Zone 0.30 m

α Robot translational
acceleration coefficient 1.0 m/s2

β Robot translational velocity
coefficient 1.0 1/s

αθ Robot rotational
acceleration coefficient 5.0 rad/s2

βθ Robot rotational velocity
coefficient 5.0 1/s

γ friction coefficient for ball 0.25 m/s2

TdelayOut latency of Robot commands 0.060 s

TdelayIn latency of incoming local

information 0.10 s

TswitchMin minimum Obstacle switch
time 10 s

TswitchMax maximum Obstacle switch
time 30 s

Tgrace grace period for inactive

and tagged Robots 5 s

DobSep minimum Obstacle-Obstacle

steady state separation 0.70 m

DobCol Obstacle-Obstacle collision
separation 0.25 m

Dobs Obstacle-Robot separation
for inactive determination 0.24 m

Drefuel maximum distance before
refueling 20 m

DtagRobot distance for Robot-Robot

tag 0.23 m

DtagBall distance for Robot-Scoring

Ball tag 0.16 m

Dflag distance for Robot-Flag

capture 0.05 m

DvisRadius radius of visibility sector 0.60 m

DvisAngle spread of visibility sector pi/2 rad

Vshoot relative speed of shot
Scoring Ball 1.00 m/s

Vobs speed of Obstacles 0.05 m/s

Vtag speed of tagged Robots 0.10 m/s

FrameRate system frame rate 30 fps

Bi,j communications bandwidth 1024 bps

Li,j communications latency 0.20 s

PopTag points for Robot-Robot tag 1

PballTag points for a Scoring Ball-

Robot tag 5

ParTag points for an Arbiter-

Robot tag 10

PflagCap points for capturing Flag 5

PflagHome points for bringing Flag

home 25

Pinactive points for inactive Robots 10

Table 1: Parameter values for RoboFlag




